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History and Remembrance 

Mass deportations and forced labour were part and parcel of communism since its 

beginning. First decrees making forced labour a penal measure were issued as early as 1918. 

At the same time, first Soviet concentration and forced labour camps were set up. During the 

civil war, Cossacks and peasants were massively deported from the areas were rebellions took 

place. 

The camp system was extended in the period of intensive collectivisation of agriculture 

and industrial expansion in the early 1930s. It served two objectives: punishing and 

exterminating actual and imagined ‘enemies of the people’ on the one hand and exploitation of 

free labour force on the other. It also made it possible to carry out ‘great communist construction 

projects’, such as the White Sea Canal dug by prisoners in 1931-19321.  

In 1931, the Main Administration of Corrective Labour Camps and Places of Detention 

was established, whose Russian acronym ‘Gulag’ became known across the world as an 

emblem of the terror of the communist camps. At its peak, the system included 53 camp 

management areas, 425 penal colonies and a total of around 30,000 isolation sites of various 

sizes. The number of inmates fluctuated, maximum one-time number of the inmates was over 

2.5 million people, depending of period 20-60 % imprisoned for political reasons. The inmates 

would toil mainly in industry, mines, often also on construction sites and sometimes doing 

logging. According to official statistics, 1.6 million people perished in the Gulag2. 

From the mid-1930s, deportations were implemented on a massive scale. It was a form 

of punishment for entire social groups or nations while also having an economic dimension. 

The status of the deportees varied, the basic categories being specpereselentsy (special 

deportees), ssylnoposelentsy (exile deportees) and ‘free deportees’. The first two categories of 

inmates were subjected to forced labour and despite formal differences in most cases the same 

was true for the third category as well. The resettled worked in agriculture, logging and 

sometimes industry. Until the early 1950s, around 6 million were deported in total3. 

1 Ann Applebaum, Gulag. A history, New York etc 2003; S. Ciesielski, Gulag. Radzieckie obozy koncentracyjne 

1918-1953, Warszawa: 2010. 
2 ГУЛАГ (Главное управление лагерей). 1918-1960, Москва: 2000, p. 410-442. 
3 L. Viola, The Unknown Gulag. The Lost World of Stalin's Special Settlements, Oxford - New Yor: 2007. 



The victims of that policy included also Poles from the formerly Polish territories 

incorporated into the Soviet Union. In 1936, around 40,000-50,000 Poles considered ‘kulaks’ 

were deported from Soviet Ukraine to Kazakhstan. In 1937-1938, the NKVD carried out a 

‘Polish operation’. Poles (sometimes people only having Polish family names) were detained 

on a massive scale. 111,091 were shot down and 28,744 condemned to long stays in Gulag 

camps, where they were subjected to devastating labour4. 

That experience was soon to be shared by many other Poles. On 23 August 1939, Nazi 

Germany and the Soviet Union entered into an agreement that went down in history as the 

Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. A confidential annex attached to it split Poland and a part of East-

Central Europe between both totalitarian powers. That paved the way for the Second World 

War. It began when the Germans attacked Poland on 1 September 1939, with the Soviets 

mounting their assault on 17 September. Soon, entire Poland was divided between the 

aggressors. In their policies, both were using deportations and forced labour, yet given the 

subject of my contribution I shall focus exclusively on the Soviet occupation which until June 

1941 covered half of the country. 

Polish territories were incorporated into the Soviet Union. That meant swift 

Sovietisation, adjusting political, social and economic life to the do realities of the country of 

Soviet councils. All such changes met with resistance, broken with brutal repressions. It is 

estimated that during the first Soviet occupation around 110,000 Polish citizens were detained. 

Most were convicted and sent to forced labour camps of the Gulag system in the far north in 

the Kolyma basin where the inmates extracted natural resources in very harsh conditions. The 

fate of those incarcerated in formerly Polish territories proved no better: around 20,000 were 

murdered after the outbreak of the German-Soviet war in June 19415. 

Soviet communists were also seeking changes in the social and national structure of the 

occupied areas. The means to that end was deportations, the first taking place on 10 February 

1940. Due to wintry conditions, it was particularly dramatic and resulted in the highest number 

of victims. It involved families of Polish settlers (who were settled there on state-owned lands 

in the 1920’s and 1930’s)  as well as families of forest guards, around 140,000 people in total. 

The gigantic operation required not only more than 20,000 NKVD functionaries and soldiers 

but also several dozen thousand armed party officials and representatives of ‘rural activists’. 

Formally, the deportees were given two hours to pack up and the luggage limit per family was 

4 M. Iwanow, Zginęli, bo byli Polakami. Koszmar "operacji polskiej" NKWD 1937-1938, Poznań: 2017. 
5 T. Szarota, W. Materski (ed.), Polska 1939–1945. Straty osobowe i ofiary represji pod dwiema okupacjami, 

Warszawa: 2009. 



500 kg. In reality, however, the officials would give them less time and terrified people were 

unable to choose and take most necessary things. All their real property, agricultural tools, 

cattle, money in foreign currencies, precious belongings and ‘counterrevolutionary literature’ 

were seized. Although deportation would typically involve those whose names were on pre-

arranged lists, cases are known of random people deported as the numbers had to be right. 

After leaving (in most cases for good) their homes, families were escorted to the nearest 

railway station. Going east took three-four weeks, a single transported ‘load’ comprising 1,500 

people enclosed in cargo cars. Only NKVD guards went in passenger cars. The deportees 

suffered because of cold, lack of food and sometimes also water. Sanitary conditions in the 

railway cars were very bad. The destination was northern and western parts of Siberia. They 

were settled in special residential compounds supervised by the NKVD – leaving one’s place 

of residence for more than 24 hours required official permission. Most deportees were used for 

logging although some performed forced labour in the mining and steelmaking sectors. In the 

first months, the main problem was lack of flats for them. The deportees were accommodated 

in shacks, with 1-2 square metres for each. 

The next deportation took place in April 1940. It involved families of detainees, 

including of the victims of the Katyn massacre, of around that time. There, in Katyn and 

elsewhere, nearly 22,000 Polish military and police officers as well as prison and border guards 

were shot dead. 61,000 members of those and other victims of Soviet repressions were deported 

to northern Kazakhstan. Officially, their status was better than that of other deportees yet in 

practice the only work they could do in Kazakh steppe was agricultural - in state sovkhoz and 

kolkhoz farms. The very deportation mechanism mirrored previous and later practices. That 

time around, there were hardly any men fit for work among the deported. The women had to 

provide for themselves, children and often also old people. 

Already two months later, another 80,000 were deported, refugees from the German-

occupied territories who had refused Soviet citizenship. They were mostly Polish Jews. They 

were resettled both in Siberia and Central Russia. Just like in the case of the first deportation, 

they provided forced labour primarily in logging while a small percentage worked in mines and 

steelworks. 

The final (three-stage) deportation took place in May and June 1941. It was interrupted 

by the outbreak of the German-Soviet war, before which around 40,000 people (or ‘socially 

foreign elements’ as ideological enemies were called) were moved out of Polish territories. That 

was a wide-ranging operation involving all the areas incorporated into the Soviet Union in 

1940-1941: Poland but also Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia as well as Romanian Bessarabia and 



North Bukovina. Particularly tragic was the fate of the final arrivals as after the war had broken 

out some trains were bombed by the Germans. The deportees of that wave were officially 

sentenced to 20 years of forced resettlement, mainly in Siberia and partly in northern 

Kazakhstan6. 

As Poland and the Soviet Union resumed diplomatic ties, there was an amnesty for 

Polish citizens deported and sent to forced labour camps. It applied to around 390,000 persons, 

120,000 of whom managed to leave the USSR with the Polish army led by General Władysław 

Anders. Others soon received forced Soviet citizenship and were able to return to Poland 

(already within its new borders) only once the war was over. The number of fatalities is 

unknown and estimated at not less than 10%, i.e. approximately 40,000. 

The Soviet deportations are a good example of tension between the settled view of the 

public concerning the past and contemporary knowledge of historians. For many years, no 

documents had been known that would help define the number of the deportees. Still during the 

war, the Polish government in exile estimated it to be around one million. Over the years, it got 

to be commonly interpreted as the actual number, particularly by the victims, becoming a telling 

symbol of the martyrdom of Poles in the East. That number was also given by Polish émigré 

and western historians. After 1989, it also appeared in works written by historians in Poland, 

some additionally expanding it adding further hundreds of thousands. Yet after a few years, on 

the basis of Soviet documents made available, historians calculated that in total the four 

deportation waves included around 320,000 Polish citizens7. The publication of the figure led 

to many heated debates and discussions, which, if not that intense, last until now. Most of the 

former deportee community do not accept such reports. The work of historians is perceived as 

not seeking the truth but rather an attempt at undermining the nation’s suffering. The reliability 

of the Soviet documents is also questioned.  

Let us return to history proper, however. Territories in eastern Poland were occupied by 

the USRR again in 1944, that time for good, which the western allies confirmed during the 

Yalta conference. That meant another wave of repressions: around 40,000 persons were 

detained and sentenced to deportation to forced labour or internment camps. They were mainly 

officials of the Polish Underground State and Home Army soldiers8. Some were freed in 1946-

6 S. Ciesielski, G. Hryciuk, A. Srebrakowski, Masowe deportacje ludności w Związku Radzieckim, Toruń: 2004, 

p. 206-246.
7 D. Boćkowski, Masowe deportacje polskiej ludności cywilnej w głąb ZSRR w latach 1940-1941 - próba 

weryfikacji danych, "Mazowieckie STudia Humanistyczne" 1996, nr. 1, p. 41-51. 
8 M. Golon, Represje Armii Czerwonej i NKWD wobec polskiej konspiracji niepodległościowej 1944-1956, cz. I, 

"Czasy Nowożytne" 1996, t. I, p. 75-102. 



1947, some had to wait until Stalin’s death. Over successive years, the Polish underground was 

less and less active, also due to the resettlement of more than a million to Poland within its new 

borders. Sentences entailing deportation to forced labour camps were still delivered for many 

years to come. 

In the meantime, thanks to the Red Army and NKVD troops, power in Poland was taken 

by communists. It was also from Poland that circa 50,000 persons were deported for labour in 

the USSR, mainly in the Donbas mining area, in 1945. They were returning to the country still 

in the early 1950s9. 

The largest-scale deportation operation after the war targeted Ukrainians. Its objective 

was to disable the activity of guerrilla troops of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, which was 

fighting not only against communist authorities but also attacked Polish civilians. In the course 

of that 1947 operation code-named ‘Vistula’, 140,000 were moved to western and northern 

territories, which were a kind of ‘compensation’ for Poland for those lost in the east. Most of 

the deportees had nothing to do with the underground10. 

Unlike in other countries of the Soviet bloc, expulsions were not applied on a larger 

scale during rural collectivisation. The leadership of the communist party had contemplated 

such a possibility yet never used that method in practice, possibly because the resistance of 

Polish peasants was extraordinarily strong and there were fears it might escalate. Likewise, the 

plans of expelling ‘reactionary elements’ from towns and cities were not implemented. The sole 

example of such an operation was resettling a dozen or so families from Gdańsk after a dockers’ 

strike in August 194611. 

From the very start of the communist rule in Poland, the creation of a network of forced 

labour camps began. Those were often located where German ones had stood not long 

previously. Initially, they received mainly Germans, Volksdeutsche (Poles, who during the Nazi 

occupation had declared German nationality) and prisoners of war, but the number of Polish 

inmates grew over time. The right to place people in forced labour camps for up to two years 

based on an administrative decision (without a court ruling) was held by the Special 

Commission for Combating Economic Abuse and Sabotage set up in late 1945. Two periods 

where its activity was more repressive were a 1947 ‘battle for trade’ and collectivisation of rural 

areas which began in the following year. The point of the Commission’s operation, however, 

was not only to crack down on ‘hostile’ social groups like owners of shops and artisanal 

9 A. Dziurok, M. Niedurny (ed.), Deportacje Górnoślązaków do ZSRR w 1945 roku, Katowice: 2004. 
10 E. Misiło, Akcja "Wisła". Dokumenty, Warszawa: 1993. 
11 Strajk dokerów w 1946 r. Materiały z konferencji w Gdańsku Nowym Porcie 6 września 2013, Gdańsk 2013. 



workshops or wealthier peasants. One could end up in a labour camp for telling political jokes, 

being late for work on several occasions, listening to Radio Free Europe, criticising 

communism, repeating rumours, telling the truth about the Katyn massacre or even one’s wrong 

appearance when considered an imitation of western fashion. In total, the Commission sent 

more than 84,000 persons to labour camps, yet the actual number of the inmates was higher as 

the camps were filled also with those sentenced by courts. Not all the prisoners were sent there 

for political reasons, some were criminals or borderline cases between the two categories like 

so called hooligans12. The maximum one-time number of the inmates was recorded in 1947, 

when 58,000 people were detained there. In 1954, that number was around 30,000. 

The complete list of the camps is unknown but 206 operated until 1950. They were 

typically located close to mines, quarries or industrial plants using the labour provided by the 

inmates. Unlike Czechoslovakia and the USSR, prisoners in Poland were not used for uranium 

extraction. In 1950, the negative term ‘labour camp’ was dropped and replaced with ‘Centres 

of Prisoners’ Work’. The camp system was abandoned as a result of the 1956 transformation. 

The last one was closed down in 1958. It is estimated that the total number of the detained was 

even as high as 350,000. Between 1944 and 1956, over 21,000 persons died in prisons and 

forced labour camps (excluding the executed)13.  

In 1949, a new system was established allowing for use of forced labour: military 

mining and construction units. They were filled with recruits considered ‘hostile class 

elements’, i.e. those coming from families of wealthier peasants, merchants, owners of 

industrial enterprises, whose parents or siblings were sentenced for political crimes or having 

relatives with a ‘hostile attitude to the People’s Poland’ living abroad and young people 

concerning whom the security apparatus held evidence suggesting their critical attitude to 

communism. They were put in special units operating at mines or construction sites of military 

structures such as airports. The pay received for their hard labour was minimal and the time of 

service was often extended from 24 to 33 or even 39 months. Those soldiers-miners were 

victims of many accidents in mines caused by not respecting basic standards as well as seeking 

maximum extraction volumes even at the cost of human life. The peak was reached in 1952 and 

1954, respectively, when over 58,000 young people served in the military mining units and the 

12 A. Zaćmiński, Przestępstwa polityczne w orzecznictwie Komisji Specjalnej do Walki z Nadużyciami i 

Szkodnictwem Gospodarczym 1950–1954, "Pamięć i Sprawiedliwość" 2012, nr 1, p. 321-341. 
13 B. Kopka, Obozy  pracy  w Polsce  1944–1950.  Przewodnik  encyklopedyczny, Warszawa 2002; T. Wolsza, 

Od Sillamäe do Goli Otok. Obozy pracy przymusowej i NKWD w krajach nadbałtyckich, Europie Środkowo–

Wschodniej i na Bałkanach po drugiej wojnie światowej. Skala zjawiska i codzienność, "Dzieje Najnowsze" 2016, 

nr 2, p. 94-100. 



same number in the construction ones. The last mining battalion was disbanded in 1959 and the 

total number of those made to do forced labour as part of the military service was around 

200,00014. 

In 1954, more than a thousand nuns were forcibly moved from cloisters and made to 

perform forced labour in six camps in an operation code-named ‘X-2'. It was probably a prelude 

to a more extensive operation of monastery closures, modelled on the 1950 one carried out in 

Czechoslovakia. Yet no further repressions ensued due to the political transformation. The 

detained sisters were released in December 1956. 

In the years to come, the authorities of communist Poland did not use forced labour any 

more. After martial law was imposed in December 1981, a network of internment camps was 

set up filled with nearly 10,000 persons, who, however, were not forced to work. 

I shall now pass on to a brief presentation concerning the interlinked notions of 

remembrance and justice. 

In the first decades after the war, the memory of the Soviet repressions, deportations 

and forced labour camps could be upheld only by émigrés. Thanks to the fact that around 

120,000 former prisoners and deportees left the USSR in 1942 in General Anders’ army, it was 

possible to collect a number of testimonies15. They were the basis of historical studies and many 

publications. Post-war repressions were commemorated much less. 

In communist-governed Poland, it was not possible to openly speak about deportations 

or forced labour and other camps as that carried the risk of repressions ranging from a job loss 

to imprisonment. Yet that memory survived – transmitted in families and, importantly, by Radio 

Free Europe. In February 1956, Nikita Khrushchev delivered a secret speech criticising Stalin 

at the twentieth congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. In Poland, it was read 

out at open party meetings, during which many publicly asked about Poles deported to the east. 

The interest in the subject increased once new opposition organisations appeared in the 

second half of the 1970s, particularly after the creation of the Independent Self-Governing 

Trade Union ‘Solidarność’ in the summer of 1980. In the independent periodicals and books 

published at that time, much space was devoted to deportations and forced labour. In the 

underground, émigré publications were reprinted, there were also new studies and accounts of 

14 P. Piotrowski, Bataliony budowlane i górnicze w Wojsku Polskim, [in:] Ł. Kamiński (ed.), Studia i materiały z 

dziejów opozycji i oporu społecznego, Wrocław 1998, p. 123-142. 
15 J.T. Gross, I. Grudzińska-Gross, W czterdziestym nas matko na Sibir zesłali... Polska a Rosja 1939-1942, 

Kraków 2007. 



witnesses. Next to Soviet repressions, such publications also discussed post-war deportations 

and labour camps. 

The legal existence of ‘Solidarity’ in 1980-1981 also resulted in something 

extraordinary in a communist state: several monuments were erected in Poland commemorating 

victims of communism. There was a clear limit, however, as they were not to refer to Soviet 

crimes. Deportations and forced labour camps could be commemorated only in churches where 

special memorial plaques were mounted. In 1984, a Sanctuary to the ‘Fallen and Murdered in 

the East’ was set up in one of Warsaw churches where small plates were placed commemorating 

around a thousand victims of Soviet crimes, deportations and forced labour camps. 

That topic was fully inserted into Polish memory only after the fall of the communist 

system in 1989. It was already in the final months of its existence, in December 1988, that the 

Association of Deportees to Siberia was registered, bringing together victims of Soviet 

deportations and camps. Over successive years, new organisations were being set up uniting 

specific communities, such as the Association of Soviet Labour Camp Inmates – Home Army 

Soldiers, the Association of Politically Oppressed Soldiers-Miners and the Association of 

Stalinist-Era Prisoners of Conscience. Such organisations are active in fighting for the rights of 

the victims, mobilising aid for their members and disseminating knowledge about the 

communist repressions.  

Additionally, associations of the victims often initiate erecting monuments or plaques 

to commemorate the fate of the repressed. In the entire country, there already exist several 

hundred such memorial sites. A special role is played by the Monument to the Murdered and 

Fallen in the East. Erected in Warsaw in 1995, it represents a railway platform with which 

Catholic and Orthodox crosses as well as Jewish and Muslim gravestones. State celebrations 

and events organised by civic organisations take place in front of the monument. 

The key commemoration event is held annually on 17 September, on the anniversary of 

the Soviet invasion in 1939. In 1991, the Association of Deportees to Siberia proclaimed that 

day Siberian Deportee Day, while the Parliament made it an official commemorative day in 

2013. Apart from state celebrations, educational and cultural events take place on that day each 

year. The most important of them is the International March of Remembrance of Deportees to 

Siberia held in Białystok since 1991. Its participants are the deported themselves, 

representatives of state and local authorities as well as, most importantly, thousands of young 

persons. 

In 1991, three significant legal acts were adopted. The first granting special benefits 

(such as an allowance, currently of around 100 euros monthly, welfare assistance, priority 



medical treatment as well as various discounts and concessions) to those deported and 

imprisoned in Soviet forced labour camps and those imprisoned after the war. In 1994, such 

entitlements were also given to former soldiers of mining and construction battalions. The 

second act made it possible to render illegal court rulings and decisions of non-court bodies 

issued in 1944-1956. Such annulment requires court proceedings and once granted, one may 

obtain compensation for their incarceration, also in a forced labour camp. The third act of 1991 

introduced into the Polish legal order the term ’Stalinist crime’, facilitating persecution of 

crimes committed in 1939-1956. The act has served as the basis of investigations concerning, 

for instance the Soviet deportations of Poles and crimes perpetrated in certain forced labour 

camps.  

In 2003, the Parliament established the Siberian Exiles Cross which the President 

awards to all deportees sent far into the Soviet Union. 

In the 1990s, educational activities concerning the experience of deportation and forced 

labour were mainly carried out by non-governmental organisations. Particularly distinguished 

in that regard was the Ośrodek ‘Karta’ (Charter Centre), set up in 1987 still in underground. 

Karta issued publications, prepared exhibitions and organised educational projects which 

offered young people opportunities in terms of learning about the fate of the repressed. Today, 

similar activities are performed by a few dozen other NGOs. Karta’s key achievements are two 

documentation projects – Eastern Archive and Index of the Repressed. The former involved 

recording of over 1,500 accounts of people repressed in the USSR, collecting thousands of 

diaries, photographs and other documents. In the latter project, Soviet documents and other 

sources were the basis for drafting a name list of the repressed, now available online. 

In the 1990s, it was a paradox that Polish historians got access to many Soviet 

documents related to deportation and other repressions while in Poland they were almost or 

completely inaccessible. That changed when the Institute of National Remembrance – 

Commission for the Persecution of Crimes against the Polish Nation (Polish abbreviation: IPN) 

was established in 2000. The institution took over all the documents related to the 1939-1989 

repressions, including previously inaccessible files of the security apparatus. At the moment, 

the collection includes more than 90,000 running metres and the documents are made available 

to the victims, researchers and journalists (those related to public persons and files of 

communist officials are available to all).  

Another task of the Institute is to carry out investigations concerning crimes of genocide, 

crimes against humanity, as well as war and communist crimes. Among thousands of 

investigations, many are related to crimes concerning deportations and forced labour. 



Importantly, investigations are also carried out when the perpetrators are no longer alive. That 

allows for the legal classification of a given crime, the recreation of its circumstances and 

ascertaining the identity of the victims. That is of great importance for restoring a sense of 

justice. 

The IPN is also engaged in large-scale research and educational activities. Thus far, it 

has published more than 2,000 books and periodical editions, organised hundreds of 

conferences and thousands of educational projects (over 500 exhibitions alone). Telling the 

truth about the past matters as it is a form of symbolic justice. It is also a warning against 

returning to any form of totalitarianism or dictatorship and shows to young people the meaning 

of such terms as freedom or human rights. 

In 2007, the Institute of National Remembrance was given the task to perform the 

vetting known as lustration, something that was done by a separate institution before. Since 

2011, a comprehensive programme has been in operation of searching for burial sites of 

communist terror victims. The remains found are identified by genetic testing. As of today 

remains of more than 1000 people were found and about 10% of them identified. In 2016, the 

Institute’s competences were extended to involve caring for war cemeteries as well as opining 

on proposals related to erecting new monuments. 

The Institute of National Remembrance is the largest yet not the only institution dealing 

with restoring the memory of the fate of deportees and labour camp inmates. Since 2015, the 

Documentation Centre of Upper Silesians’ Deportations to the USSR in 1945 has been 

operating in Radzionków16. In Białystok, the Sybir Memorial Museum is being built, with the 

opening scheduled for 2020. The Museum performs scientific and educational activities already 

now17. The history of some forced labour camps is shown at local museums, one example being 

the Municipal Museum in Jaworzno with a permanent exhibition entitled ‘The camp of two 

totalitarian regimes. Jaworzno 1943-1956’. Many educational projects devoted to the fate of 

the repressed are delivered at schools. 

We owe justice, truth and remembrance to victims of communist crimes. 

Justice obliges us to make attempts at punishing the perpetrators. The Polish experience 

shows that although difficult, that is still possible. Justice also involves the rehabilitation of the 

victims and redressing the damage done, including compensation payments. The truth requires 

full access to archives, thanks to which it is possible to clarify the fate of individuals and entire 

nations. It is still necessary to overcome the consequences of decades of institutional lies. Above 

16 https://deportacje45.pl/ 
17 http://sybir.bialystok.pl/ 



all, remembrance means education and protection of sites related to the victims’ suffering – we 

must save at least some of them for future generations. Remembrance also has a symbolic 

dimension, expressed for example in the form of monuments and square/street names.  

We need to remember, tell the truth and fight for justice. That is our duty towards the 

victims and their nearest, and ultimately – us ourselves. 




